End Mount Conspicuity Plate Kit Installation Instructions

**ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS**

Although the following illustrations show in detail how to attach an end mount conspicuity plate kit to a Spray Mate fender using a side style round end mount, these instructions are also to be used to mount a conspicuity plate kit to any brand full round or double radius tandem fender with any style tube mount.

1. If fender is not already in place, follow manufacturers instructions to install.

2. Place conspicuity bracket on end mount. (Figure 2)

3. Attach bracket using clamps provided.
   Wrap one band around end mount and slide end of band through the eye hole on the conspicuity plate. Insert the band under clamp screw and push screw into closed position. Repeat this step with other clamp. (Figure 3)

4. Tighten clamps
   Using screwdriver, tighten both clamps. Make sure the face of the conspicuity plate is square to the road before tightening all the way. (Figure 4)

5. That's all there is to it!
6. Slide the mount supports on the mounting tubes so they line up with the support strap that fits between ribs 4 & 5 counting in from the outside edge of the fender (approx. 4-7/8" in from the outside edge of the fender) Now tighten the mount support set screw to 48 in. lbs. +/- 3 in. lbs. or 4 ft. lbs. **CAUTION: Do not over tighten.**

NOTE: the channels between ribs 4 & 5 is larger than the other spaces.

7. Spot the mounting bolt holes through the mount supports. Now drill 13/32 in. dia. holes through the fender.

8. Fasten the mount support, fender and support strap together with the supplied hardware.

---

**Spray Mate® Optional Accessories**

- **Connector Packaged Set**
  - part #031-00828

- **Conspicuity End Mount Plate Packaged Set**
  - part #031-01250
  - 031-01251

- **Curved Brush Packaged Set**
  - part #031-01536

- **Flap Reinforcing Strap**
  - part #033-04139

- **Support Packaged Set**
  - part #031-00823

---

Please Note:
Flap weights are not recommended and may void the warranty.

Painting Spray Mate® fenders IS NOT recommended and may void the warranty. If painting is desired, a Flex Agent MUST be added to the paint!